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EU Demo1 is Large & Low Power

R. Wenninger et al., EPS 2015 

How can this even point to a reasonable COE?
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The Problem is Power Handling

Reasonable cost  
steady-state 

fusion power plant.
Heat flux 
too high.

Add impurity seeding. 

Decrease fusion power.

Gain too 
low. 

Heat flux still 
too high.

Increase size & Ip. 
Accept pulsed operation.

Cost too high. 
Power too low. 
Heat flux STILL 

too high!

We need to understand this problem!



Parallel Heat Flux is too High
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IR Data are Well Fit with “Eich Function”

Convolve an exponential representing the near SOL, exp(-x/λq), with a Gaussian 
representing diffusive spreading as the plasma travels down the divertor leg, exp(-x2/S2).
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Figure 1. Typical outer target power parallel heat flux for each machine and result of fitting equation (1).

Table 1. Overview of parameter range for each device as used for regression.

Iplasma Btor q95 PSOL PSOL/Asep Bpol nGW Rgeo a δ κ

Unit MA T — MW MW m−2 T — m m — —
JET 1.0–3.5 1.1–3.2 2.6–5.5 2–12 0.01–0.09 0.2–0.7 0.4–0.9 2.95 0.95 0.2–0.4 1.8
DIII-D 0.7–1.5 1.2–2.2 3.2–7.3 1–5 0.02–0.09 0.2–0.5 0.4–0.7 1.74 0.51 0.2–0.4 1.8
AUG 0.8–1.2 1.9–2.4 2.6–5.1 2–5 0.06–0.19 0.2–0.5 0.4–0.7 1.65 0.51 0.1–0.3 1.7
C-Mod 0.5–0.9 4.6–6.2 3.8–6.6 1–3 0.13–0.36 0.5–0.8 0.5–0.7 0.7 0.22 0.3–0.4 1.6
NSTX 0.6–1.2 0.4–0.5 5.5–9.0 2–6 0.08–0.19 0.2–0.3 0.5–1.1 0.87 0.60 0.4–0.6 2.1
MAST 0.4–1.0 0.4 4.9–6.8 1–5 0.05–0.18 0.1–0.2 0.3–0.6 0.87 0.61 0.4–0.5 1.8
ITER 15 5.3 3 100 0.147 1.185 0.85 6.2 2.0 0.44 1.8

ELM cycle and for DIII-D, 30–99%. All data are taken by
fast framing IR systems with typical sample times of 10 kHz,
and hence fully resolve the ELM cycle. We use the plasma
and machine parameters summarized in table 1 and employ
standard numerical tools for regression, using power laws with
a constant denoted as C such that λq = C ×XxY yZz, etc, with
R2 the multiple (squared) correlation coefficient. The data was
fitted on normal scale. We subsequently add data from C-Mod
since this device operates in ELM-free H-mode. The results
may be summarized as follows, referring to table 2 for the
‘regression number’.

Regressions 1–3: the poloidal magnetic field, Bpol

(∼Iplasma/a) at the outer midplane is identified as a strong
driver for a narrowing of the power fall-off length. This
result has been found separately on all devices in earlier
studies [7, 8, 12–16]. Regression in the database finds a
linear inverse dependency on Iplasma and an approximately
linear dependence on the minor radius, as expected. We
attribute the slight deviation of the minor radius dependence to
effects associated with the exact magnetic geometry, such as
elongation, Shafranov shift, and triangularity. Adding C-Mod
data does not lead to any notable differences.

Regressions 4–5: since the connection length is an important
parameter for the parallel SOL transport, we add q95 as a

proxy for the actual SOL connection length (Lc ∼ πRq95)
and also explicitly include the machine size. Most notably, no
dependence on the latter is found. As before, Bpol shows the
strongest dependence, but is accompanied by a minor positive
dependence of λq on q95. Again the inclusion of C-Mod
data does not change the results within the error bars of the
regression parameters.

Regressions 6–9: we next use the Btor, q95, PSOL and Rgeo
of each device. The latter choice follows the work in [8, 12]
here focussing on identifying machine size dependency and
on PSOL. A strong positive dependence on PSOL would be
very beneficial for ITER, for which PSOL ∼ 100 MW for the
Q = 10 baseline inductive scenario, about 20 times higher than
the values typically found in the database of current tokamaks.
Regression #6 gives results for JET only, DIII-D, AUG and
finally C-Mod data being added consecutively for regressions
#7–9. When comparing results from #6 to #9 the regression
parameters found are essentially unchanged, which may be
noted as an important intermediate step. The dependence on
PSOL is found to be weak but positive for the hierarchically
ordered combinations of JET/DIII-D/AUG/C-Mod. The main
parametric dependencies found are an almost linear variation
with q95 and a strong inverse dependence on Btor.

Since ITER will run its baseline H-mode with similar q95
(∼3) to current devices, but at about twice the toroidal field
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Heuristic Drift (HD) Model Fits λq Data Well

× / ÷ 1.25

Data ∼HD Model /1.25∝ (a /R)ρ
p
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type flows, consistent with the measured parallel flows, this
amounts to only 1 MW summed over both the ions and the
electrons, much less than the experimentally measured loss
power. However, if we assume a modest electron thermal
diffusivity of 1 m2 s−1, consistent with the ASDEX-U and
DIII-D results, and take ∼ 4 mm to be the gradient scale length,
the resulting heat flux is 10 MW, consistent with experiment.
Of course this analysis simply shows consistency between JET
H-mode results and those of ASDEX-U and DIII-D, so should
not be surprising.

If the edge electron thermal diffusivity of 1 m2 s−1

continues into the SOL, the characteristic time for filling a
4 mm SOL at this thermal diffusivity is 8 µs, comparable to the
parallel loss time of about 10 µs due to Spitzer–Härm thermal
diffusivity at 100 eV. Our second fundamental assumption in
this heuristic model, therefore, is that anomalous electron
thermal diffusivity is adequate to ‘fill’ with electron heat the
plasma channel defined by the flows discussed above. We
assume that electron heat does not flow significantly beyond
this channel. In the very simplest heuristic picture, where we
take a density of nsep within the channel, and zero density
outside of the channel, this is evident. Plasma heat cannot
be transferred by plasma to the vacuum. In a more realistic
situation with profiles, at the low densities outside of the
main channel parallel losses are found to become sheath
limited, which reduces the heat flux compared with the T 7/2

scaling associated with Spitzer–Härm thermal conductivity.
Furthermore, radial turbulent heat flux is limited by falling
density, even at constant T , through the relation q⊥ ∝ ⟨p̃ṽ⊥⟩.

We now develop the implications of the assumption
that anomalous electron thermal diffusivity fills the particle
channel defined by the flows discussed above, and that the
channel is emptied of heat by Spitzer–Härm electron thermal
conductivity. Along the field lines this corresponds to the usual
two-point model. Here we assume that the heat flux crossing
the separatrix into the SOL is constant along the separatrix
surface. This gives

PSOL =
4πRλBpχ0,ST

7/2
sep

(7/4)BL∥
. (4)

Combining equations (4) and (1) to eliminate Tsep, and
evaluating the constants, we arrive at
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if we assume that the ion magnetic drift determines the net
particle transport, and
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if we assume that the electron magnetic drift determines the
net transport. The dimensional variables are expressed in SI
units: metres, watts, teslas and amperes.

What is perhaps most striking about equations (5) and (6)
is the strong inverse dependence on Ip. Furthermore, since
plasma current scales with the linear dimension of a device at
fixed R/a, q, κ , and B, all of the size scaling in this expression
is implicit, coming in through the weak power scaling.

We can also solve equations (4) and (1) for Tsep, giving

Tsep
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(7)

again assuming the electron drift velocity is determinant, and
with all units SI. (Note that Tsep/e is expressed in volts.) The
resulting Tsep is close to 100 and 75 eV for assumed JET and
C-Mod parameters.

4. Comparison with recent experimental results

Recently heat flux width measurements have been published
for C-Mod [16], DIII-D [30], JET [31] and NSTX [32].
Experimental methods have improved, and these widths are
believed to be more accurate than those reported previously,
although measurement uncertainties remain. The quoted
results are for outer strike point measurements in deuterium
H-mode plasmas with low or zero gas puffing, and avoiding the
effects of large ELMs. The experimental widths quoted below
are ‘integral’ widths [33], λ ≡

∫
p dl/p̂ mapped magnetically

to the plasma midplane. A striking general pattern in the
new experimental results is a strong inverse dependence on Ip,
with relatively weak dependences on other variables, similar
to equations (5) and (6). Table 1 evaluates equation (5) for
deuterium plasma cases reported in [16, 32], assuming Z̄ = 1
and Ā = 2.

No account has been taken for the difference between the
reported heating power and the SOL power. Some of the input
parameters are educated guesses, particularly in the case of
JET, where only ranges of parameters have been provided,
whose extent is roughly represented by the ‘JET low λ’ and
‘JET high λ’ columns. Overall the number of data points
addressed is modest. Thus these results should be viewed not
so much as definitive, but reasonable, and strongly encouraging
of further comparisons with experimental data bases.

The worst fit is to the data from C-Mod, which is in
EDA H-mode, unlike the ELMy H-modes of the other cases.
The EDA H-mode has enhanced particle flux compared with
conventional H-modes, likely violating the assumptions of
this model. A long tail of heat flux in the outer SOL of
C-Mod may increase the value of λ compared with other
experiments, and FWHM estimates of λ in C-Mod are in
much closer agreement with the model result shown in
table 1. Measurements excluding the heat flux tail also show
a clear inverse dependence on plasma current, more closely
resembling the other experimental results. This highlights the
need for experimentalists to work with their data to provide a
carefully considered data set for comparison with models, and
to find a way to exclude the effect of ‘tails’, which could be
associated with recycling particle flux in this model.

Most recently [34], the heuristic model presented here
has been compared with the estimated projected exponential
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λq scales with intensive variables T, B, a/R, not with system size. 
Ignoring dependence on T1/2, λq ∝ (a/R)/Bp 

Projects to ITER, Demo λq ~ 1 mm!

R. Goldston 
JNM 2015



S appears to scale with λq

S ≈ 0.5 λq    ⇒   λint,OMP  ≈ 1.8 λq  
S provides no relief, unless trends change dramatically. 

T. Eich et al. 
NF 2013
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Figure 3. Poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane versus
power fall-off length (λq). The solid line gives the result of
regression #14 and the dashed lines the error bars.

Figure 4. Comparison of power spreading factor (S) versus power
fall-off length (λq).

strategy seems to employ the separatrix density as an additional
parameter for scaling the power fall-off length. The extent to
which the method of analysing target profiles for estimation of
λq used here is suited in the presence of high gas puffing rates
and edge densities, however, cannot be given yet.

5. Divertor power spreading value (S) from target
profile fitting

Figure 4 plots the power spreading factor (S) versus λq for
JET, DIII-D, AUG Divertor-I and Divertor-IIb and C-Mod.
As shown in figure 4, JET, DIII-D and AUG cover the same
range in λq of 1–4 mm. In contrast to this overlap of λq

in the various conventional tokamaks, the values found for
the power spreading factors appear to cluster around different
mean values for each machine. In particular the different
divertor geometries of AUG Divertor-I, with an open geometry

(outer strike point on horizontal targets), and Divertor-IIb, with
a relatively closed divertor geometry (outer strike point on
vertical targets), have very different numerical values (table 5).
Such a strong geometric dependence negates any attempt at
scaling with global discharge parameter.

Recalling the approximation λint ∼= λq +1.64 ·S identified
by Makowski [7], it becomes clear that a value of S larger
than ∼1 mm would dominate over λq when determining λint,
and therefore an extrapolation of S to ITER is desirable,
although estimates of λint for ITER would only apply for low
SOL radiation, attached plasma conditions, which would not
be tolerable at high performance from an engineering power
handling point of view. We identify such an attempt, namely
to estimate S for ITER conditions, as an important extension
of this work. However the current database does not include
parameters characterizing the divertor plasma conditions or
geometry. Nevertheless, the comparison of AUG Divertor-I
and Divertor-IIb, where the latter is similar to the closed ITER
divertor geometry, suggests that S may give values of λint

which exceed those observed for more open divertors. In this
respect, we note that Divertor-IIb gives a factor of 3 in the
power spreading factor in comparison with Divertor-I, which
is a considerable improvement. We note, however, that the
DIII-D values of S are similar to those of AUG Divertor-IIb
which, given the very different divertor geometries between
the two machines (of very similar scale size), will merit close
attention when extending our approach towards a possible
multi-machine based regression of S and hence to λint.

6. Conclusions and implication for ITER

Regression in a multi-machine database (JET, DIII-D, AUG,
C-Mod) for the SOL power width measured using outer
divertor target IR thermography in low recycling H-mode
discharges findsλq,ITER ∼= 0.7–1.1 mm for the baseline 15 MA,
Q = 10 inductive H-mode burning plasma discharge. This
range of extrapolated values overlaps the measured λq on JET
and C-Mod, respectively the largest and smallest devices in the
database, and is a rather clear demonstration of the absence of
any detectable machine size scaling in the regression. Instead,
the strongest and essentially only dependence amongst the
regression variables tested, at least for the conventional aspect
ratio tokamaks, is an inverse scaling with plasma current
(or equivalently a linear dependence on outboard midplane
poloidal magnetic field).

Recent studies in the JET ITER-Like Wall and full-W
AUG [15] confirm the regression results, i.e. a high-Z
‘tungsten’ divertor environment has no effect on measured
power fall-off width. This is of course already implicitly
suggested by the database used here, which includes points
from C-Mod running with high-Z metal PFCs (molybdenum).

The data obtained from earlier JET/AUG [6, 15] and
DIII-D/C-Mod/NSTX [7, 14] studies are consistent in absolute
magnitude with the predictions of a recently formulated
heuristic drift-based theory [17]. Combining the data sets
and adding the new MAST [16] data yields no notable
deviation from these earlier findings (table 6). We find
identical parametric dependences within error bars for all
data recorded in type-I ELMy H-mode of the conventional
tokamaks JET/DIII-D/AUG. The derived experimental and
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The Problem can be Expressed Simply

If λint,OMP scales ~ ∝ 1/Bp  the q|| problem scales ~ ∝ PBt/R. 
But we also need to know how the solution scales!

T. Eich et al. 
NF 2013
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Figure 3. Poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane versus
power fall-off length (λq). The solid line gives the result of
regression #14 and the dashed lines the error bars.

Figure 4. Comparison of power spreading factor (S) versus power
fall-off length (λq).
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parameter for scaling the power fall-off length. The extent to
which the method of analysing target profiles for estimation of
λq used here is suited in the presence of high gas puffing rates
and edge densities, however, cannot be given yet.

5. Divertor power spreading value (S) from target
profile fitting

Figure 4 plots the power spreading factor (S) versus λq for
JET, DIII-D, AUG Divertor-I and Divertor-IIb and C-Mod.
As shown in figure 4, JET, DIII-D and AUG cover the same
range in λq of 1–4 mm. In contrast to this overlap of λq

in the various conventional tokamaks, the values found for
the power spreading factors appear to cluster around different
mean values for each machine. In particular the different
divertor geometries of AUG Divertor-I, with an open geometry

(outer strike point on horizontal targets), and Divertor-IIb, with
a relatively closed divertor geometry (outer strike point on
vertical targets), have very different numerical values (table 5).
Such a strong geometric dependence negates any attempt at
scaling with global discharge parameter.

Recalling the approximation λint ∼= λq +1.64 ·S identified
by Makowski [7], it becomes clear that a value of S larger
than ∼1 mm would dominate over λq when determining λint,
and therefore an extrapolation of S to ITER is desirable,
although estimates of λint for ITER would only apply for low
SOL radiation, attached plasma conditions, which would not
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handling point of view. We identify such an attempt, namely
to estimate S for ITER conditions, as an important extension
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parameters characterizing the divertor plasma conditions or
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divertor geometry, suggests that S may give values of λint
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DIII-D values of S are similar to those of AUG Divertor-IIb
which, given the very different divertor geometries between
the two machines (of very similar scale size), will merit close
attention when extending our approach towards a possible
multi-machine based regression of S and hence to λint.
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C-Mod) for the SOL power width measured using outer
divertor target IR thermography in low recycling H-mode
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Q = 10 inductive H-mode burning plasma discharge. This
range of extrapolated values overlaps the measured λq on JET
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any detectable machine size scaling in the regression. Instead,
the strongest and essentially only dependence amongst the
regression variables tested, at least for the conventional aspect
ratio tokamaks, is an inverse scaling with plasma current
(or equivalently a linear dependence on outboard midplane
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suggested by the database used here, which includes points
from C-Mod running with high-Z metal PFCs (molybdenum).
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DIII-D/C-Mod/NSTX [7, 14] studies are consistent in absolute
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Lengyel Model for Cooling due to Impurities 

• Parallel heat flux is reduced by impurity cooling:
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• Assume cz = const.



Use ADAS to Evaluate Lengyel Integral
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• Includes finite lifetime 
non-coronal radiation 

• Assume nearly all of Psep  
must be dissipated to  
achieve detachment 
at a few eV. 

• q|| that can be detached 
scales as ne,sep cz1/2Tsep3/2 

• Note that per electron,  
lithium is comparable  
to nitrogen.J. Schwartz



• So far we have something very simple: q!,det ∼∝ ne,sepTe ,sep
3/2c
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1/2

• Assume Greenwald density scaling & Spitzer electron thermal conduction:
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• OOPS, we had before, very roughly, q|| ∝ PB/R ⇒ Strong P scaling, no size scaling!

NEW: Bring in Greenwald Density & Spitzer Tsep 



Now Bring in HD λq to get R0q||

• Using HD model for λq, with its implicit Spitzer model for Te,sep:
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• Substitute this into the result from the last slide:
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• If you take into account the solution 
as well as the problem, the difficulty 
scales as P/Bp not as PBt/R. 

• No wonder making the machine 
larger doesn’t help. 

• Surprisingly, you want higher field,  
not larger size.



We Should not Have Been Surprised

• Ignoring temperature variation

• The HD model and the Greenwald density are
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control to prevent damage to the components during the 

power exhaust of a fusion plasma. Image: The Iron Rolling Mill, 
Adolph Menzel (1875). Poster design: SuperNova Studios . NL

The Lorentz Center is an international 
center for scientific workshops. Its aim is 
to organize workshops for researchers in 
an atmosphere that fosters collaborative 

work, discussions and interactions.  
For registration see: www.lorentzcenter.nl

Credit Where Credit is Due Dept. 
Matt Reinke & I arrived at the “Taming the Flame” Lorentz Workshop in 
Sept. 2016, already looking into these ideas. We worked together and 

improved each other’s thinking. See his paper in NF, 2017.



How Serious is This Problem?

C-Mod ASDEX-U JET ITER FNSF (A=4) EU Demo1

Psep 3.83 10.7 14 100 96 154.7

Bt 5.47 2.5 2.5 5.3 7.0 5.7

R0 0.7 1.6 2.9 6.2 4.5 9.1

Psep/R 5.5 6.7 4.8 16.1 21.3 17.0

PsepBt/R 29.9 16.7 12.1 85.5 149.3 96.9

Ip 0.82 1.2 2.5 15 7.5 20

a 0.22 0.52 0.90 2.00 1.13 2.94

κ95 1.51 1.63 1.73 1.80 2.10 1.70

<Bp> 0.58 0.34 0.39 1.03 0.81 0.98

qcyl 3.78 3.16 2.79 2.42 3.55 2.62

nGW 5.39E+20 1.44E+20 9.82E+19 1.19E+20 1.89E+20 7.39E+19

Projected cN 

for detachment from 
AUG

1.0% 4.0% 4.1% 10.1% 8.6% 18.8%

Pretty serious.



Parallel Connection Length May be a Useful Knob 
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Fig. 6: (a) Reference configuration and alternative configurations including (b) an X divertor, (c) a Super-X divertor 
and (d) a snowflake divertor. 

 
 

  SND XD SXD SFD Limit 

Co
st

s 

Max 6|IPF| (Ma turns) 160 194 164 174  

Total IPF,internal (MA turns) - 10 - -  

Max. force on single coil Fz,PF (MN) 145 301 451 439 <450 

Max. CS separation force Fz,CS (MN) 130 244 284 329 <350 

Flux swing (Vs) 330 340 297 215  

Norm. TF coil volume VTF/Vplasma 2.9 3.6 4.2 3.8  

Be
ne

fit
s L||,outer (ru=3mm) (m) 114 146 158 245  

fx,t/fx,min 1 1.43 1 1  

Rt/Rx 1.04 1.14 1.34 1.19  

Table 1: Cost and geometric charactersitics of the reference SND configuration and several alternatives. 
 
The divertor plasma in the reference and the alternative configurations is simulated using models with 
various degrees of sophistication. Following scoping studies in WP2014 the suite of codes was reduced 
to TECXY, OSM-Eirene, SOLPS (SND, XD and SXD only) and SOLEDGE2D and a set of criteria developed: 
1. Seed impurity concentration (Ar) needed for the onset of detachment; 

2. Impurity concentration for required divertor power loss q⊥,t,max = 10 MW/m2);  
3. Robustness of detachment; 
4. Max. divertor power loss before loss of stability/convergence. 
Calculations of these criteria are ongoing. 
 
H2.4-D17: DEMO compatibility of liquid metal PFCs: 1. assess liquid PFC solution; 2. select best liquid 
metal, if viable (2015) 
 
WPDTT1 PMP deliverable PD05/CD03: Report on alternative power exhaust solutions for DEMO (Super X, 
snowflake, liquid metal) 
 
The outline of the report has been prepared with sections adressing material compatibility, hydrogenic 

cz down x2

H. Reimerdes 
???

c
z
∝

P
sep

B
p
ℓ
"
* 1+κ2( )3/2 fGW2



Detachment Tends to Run up to the X-Point

S. Potzel et al. 
NF 2014

This exposes the core to impurity influx.



Lithium Vapor Box Should Provide Stable Detachment

E. Emdee et al. APS Poster NOW!

• Multiple boxes are used to provide differential pumping. 
• Lithium recirculates via capillary action (like a heat pipe) 
• Bottom box provides enough lithium to detach. 

• Higher boxes are cooler, less dense. 

• Plasma detachment should be very stable.

Picture of vapor calculation with efflux calculation from Eric.



Conclusions

• Attempting to achieve ITER-like q|| ∝ PB/R drives Demo designs to 
large size and low power. 

• The difficulty-of-detachment parameter is more likely P/Bp 

• We should perform numerical and laboratory experiments to 
test this hypothesis. 

• This is further motivation for compact high-field designs.  

• Enhancing the divertor leg length should reduce the impurity 
content required for detachment. 

• Detachment stability can be assured by localizing the impurity 
influx, as in a Vapor Box Divertor.


